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Halt Vaccine Passports!
It’s illegal, medical apartheid
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***

It is very important that people understand what is happening here. The intention is to
introduce  vaccine  passports  everywhere.  But  this  is  a  disguise.  It’s  a  world’s  first  digital
common-format, globally-interoperable ID system with an editable health flag (vaccinated Y
or N).

It makes no one safer. If  you’re vaccinated, you’re protected & are not made safer by
knowing others immune status.

As  in  Israel,  you  will  be  compelled  to  present  a  valid  VaxPass  in  order  to  access  defined
facilities or access services. No VaxPass, you’re denied.

This system only needs 50%+ of the adult population to start up because of its huge,
coercive power on the unvaccinated.

It’s illegal, medical apartheid.

If they succeed, it won’t help you to refuse. They’ll move on, leaving that minority behind.

A VaxPass System like this will  give to those controlling the database & its algorithms
TOTALITARIAN TYRANNY over us all.

The ONLY way to stop this biosecurity nightmare is to NOT GET VACCINATED FOR NON-
MEDICAL REASONS!!!

I  fear  that,  if  our  adversaries  gain  this  absolute  control,  they will  use it  to  harm the
population. There’s no limit to the evil which will flow from this strategic goal.

DO NOT ALLOW THIS SYSTEM TO START UP, because it’s unstoppable afterwards.

One example: your VaxPass pings, instructing you to attend for your 3rd or 4th or 5th
booster or variant vaccine. If you don’t, your VaxPass will expire & you’ll become an out-
person, unable to access your own life.
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How much choice do you have?

It’s none. You are controlled. Forever.

PLEASE share this widely, on every platform you use.

Thank you,

Dr Mike Yeadon

*

Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
@crg_globalresearch. Forward this article to your email lists. Crosspost on your blog site,
internet forums. etc.
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